Abstract

Organic/inorganic hybrids comprise a mixture of oxide particles and polymers, forming specific structures with unique functionalities. These materials have a wide range of potential applications in coatings, fuel cells, solar cells, and sensors. Organic amino (-NH2) silane-modified silicas are widely studied hybrid materials which have been used as thermal insulators and sorbents for CO2 capture. The NH2 functional group of this hybrid material binds CO2 through acid-base interactions. Our recent studies have revealed that the strength of acid-base interactions can be fine-tuned by polyethylene glycol, allowing CO2 to adsorb at temperatures below 55 C, and to desorb at 100 C. The differences in the CO2 adsorption and desorption temperature as well as the sorbent’s heat capacity govern the operating cost of the CO2 capture process. The key challenge in scaling up the process of amino silica is its long term stability. The low stability of amino sorbents could be due to the attack of reactive oxygen species on the C-H and N-H groups of the amino silica. Development of an effective and stable sorbent requires a fundamental understanding of CO2-O2-amine interactions. This presentation will review the basic and applied research of amine-silica hybrid materials, describe the approaches and results of studying CO2-O2-amine interactions, discuss the development of low cost pilot scale CO2 capture processes, and compare process economics of various post combustion CO2 capture approaches. This presentation will also briefly examine the current status of using organic/inorganic hybrids in fabrication of solid oxide fuel cells.
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